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Introduction
Outside of the various forms of social engineering such as phishing, the most
common observed access vector for adversaries is the targeting of external facing
services/applications (T1190 – Exploit Public-Facing Application). In the last 12
months there has been a significant focus from threat actors on targeting zeroday vulnerabilities present in external facing services like Microsoft Exchange1 2,
Confluence3, and services employing vulnerable log4j libraries4. Despite intrusions
related to exploitation of these new zero-day vulnerabilities dominating the
spotlight recently the FortiGuard Responder Managed Detection and Response
(MDR) team continues to observe attacks where the initial attack vector is a
brute-force attack on an external facing service, most commonly SQL database
services such as postgres and MSSQL. Attacks on these services are linked
to multiple different actors, majority of which are financially motivated groups
(criminals) looking to deploy ransomware or cryptominers.
This article breaks down how the FortiGuard Responder MDR team investigated
one of these attacks. The article also takes a deep dive into some sophisticated
adversary TTPs employed within the intrusion to evade detection. MITRE ATT&CK
mappings and observables are provided at the end of the article alongside IOCs
and relevant Threat Hunting queries.

Affected Platforms
Machines running Windows
operating system
Threat Type
Remote Access
Impacted Parties
Windows Users
Impact
Installation of Remcos provides
adversary full remote desktop
access to compromised endpoints
Security Level
Medium
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Initial Detection
During normal operations within a customer environment the MDR team identified an anomalous PowerShell process attempt
to connect to known malicious C2 from a monitored endpoint. In this case the event triggered on a suspicious network
connection as part of the ‘Exfiltration Prevention’ security policy. The related event graph representing the graph can be seen
below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Event graph associated with malicious PowerShell download event showing an anomalous process chain
for the related PowerShell process.

Looking at the event process chain, it can be seen that the PowerShell process was created by a cmd process launched by the
sqlservr.exe process which was running as a service on the targeted endpoint. This process is the main worker process for MSSQL
server and is a known, signed binary. Analysis of the process indicated that it was a standard instance of the sqlservr.exe process
that was running on a SQL server. In this situation the analysis team had two main investigation hypothesis:
1.

An adversary had compromised this instance of the sqlservr.exe process and had fileless persistence within it (i.e., through
process injection/hijacking/hollowing).

2.

An adversary was exploiting legitimate functionality in the MSSQL service to execute their malicious PowerShell.

To tests the first hypothesis, the MDR team pulled memory of the sqlservr.exe process through FortiEDR and analyzed the
collected memory dump to attempt to identify any indicators of in-memory persistence. Nothing of significance was identified
within the process other than strings indicative of standard windows commands. Whilst this was not a direct indicator of inmemory persistence it does build confidence that the sqlservr.exe process may have been used to execute anomalous Windows
commands. Additionally, FortiEDR detects most fileless persistence methods and no events related to this process on this endpoint
had been detected within a reasonable timeframe of this anomalous PowerShell event.
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Given that the command line arguments of the cmd and PowerShell processes spawned from the sqlservr.exe process (shown
below in Figure 2) result in the creation and execution of an on-disk PowerShell script and executable, the team assessed
that the second hypothesis was more likely. This is because if the adversary had compromised the sqlservr.exe process itself
and had fileless persistence on the target endpoint already they would be less likely to perform more overt execution through
PowerShell scripts.

Figure 2: Command line arguments of the parent cmd process indicate an executable file and a PowerShell script were
written to the temp directory and executed

To pursue this second hypothesis, the MDR team extracted system logs from the affected endpoint through FortiEDR
and began looking for indicators of techniques an adversary could have used to gain execution and persistence through
the MSSQL application. One method of execution and persistence is where an adversary will enable the ‘xp_cmdshell’
functionality in an existing accessible MSSQL database. This allows an adversary to send database requests to the MSSQL
server and have them executed by the sqlservr.exe process. This technique (T1505.001 - Server Software Component: SQL
Stored Procedures) is not new and is the most common method of using a compromised MSSQL server that the MDR team
observes in customer environments. MSSQL by default has reasonable logging enabled and logs straight to the Windows
Application log. When attempting to identify the above technique it is useful to first look for logs with Event ID 15281 (Error)
and Event ID 15457 (Information) with the source as MSSQLSERVER. The ‘xp_cmdshell’ functionality is disabled by default in
an MSSQL installation, likely due to the security implications surrounding its use. This means that if an adversary attempts
to use it without first enabling it, it will create a 15281 event log entry for a blocked attempt at accessing this functionality.
A failed attempt at accessing this functionality is a great way of building a timeline of an intrusion as it means the adversary
has gained execution access on an endpoint but has not yet enabled persistence through ‘xp_cmdshell’. The 15281 event log
will be generated when the MSSQL instance is reconfigured. This means that the creation of one of these log events that
references the ‘xp_cmdshell’ functionality being configured likely indicates the adversary has moved from execution to having
established (at least one form of) persistence.
On analysis of the victim the MDR team analyzed the logs and found both of these indicators. On 05 May 2022 the following
two log entries were created on the victim endpoint. The first is a 15281 event log entry (see Figure 3) that references the
‘xp_cmdshell’ functionality and the second is a 15457 event log that references the ‘xp_cmdshell’ functionality and the number
‘0’ and ‘1’ (Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Event log taken from compromised MSSQL server showing an attempt to access xp_cmdshell functionality. It was blocked as this
feature is disabled by default.

Figure 4: Event log taken from the same compromised MSSQL server showing the xp_cmdshell procedure being enabled (set from 0 to 1).

In these log events we can see that the security descriptions have not been enabled but the format for these logs means that
the first log indicates an attempt to use the xp_cmdshell procedure was blocked. The second log shows that the xp_cmdshell
procedure was changed from disabled (0) to enabled (1). Both of these logs were generated in the same second which likely
indicates this was scripted/automated.
The timestamps of these event logs coincide directly with the PowerShell execution events generated by FortiEDR. Given
this evidence the MDR team assessed with high confidence that the PowerShell execution method was through xp_cmdshell.
The next stage of the analysis was to determine the initial access method. Analyzing event logs close to the date of the xp_
cmdshell procedure being enabled allowed the team to quickly identify a brute forcing attempt. An example of one of these
attempts logs is shown below in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: One of the thousands of login attempts directed at the victim server. This one was for the default system
admin account ‘sa’ from the 62.233.50[.]205 IP address.

Analyzing further logs on this endpoint identified what appears to be brute forcing password attempts from two external IPs. The
IPs are outlined below in Table 1.
Brute-force source IP

First observed attempt

62.233.50[.]205

February 16, 2022

91.240.118[.]167

March 25, 2022

Table 1: IPs associated with brute-force attempts on the victim server that overlap with detected xp_cmdshell activity.

Whilst it can be easy to group these IPs together as part of one attack there are numerous indicators that lead the team to believe
they are separate. Firstly, the second IP (62.233.50[.]205) appears to only perform attacks between ‘business hours’ for India,
where the customer was located while the second IP attempted to connect much more sparingly. Secondly, the brute forcing
attempts continue from this IP for the ‘sa’ account even after the first IP has successfully gained access to the MSSQL server as
‘sa’ until at least May 7, 2022. Thirdly, the user lists appear to be different for each IP with the first IP having the most extensive list
(500+ account names).
Analyzing the IPs in Table 1 in FortiGuard Labs threat intel database did not identify that they have been associated with
current or historic malicious activity, nor did a search through VT. However, these IPs both fall under the AS57523 ASN which
is owned by ‘Chang Way Technologies Co. Limited’. Chang Way Technologies appears to be a Hong Kong based company that
has registered IP blocks assigned solely to Russian based companies with minimal available OSINT material. For the victim
this geolocation/networking information does not align with any expected workflows for their administrators to be managing
the targeted MSSQL server.
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Figure 6: Showing ASN information related to AS57523, the ASN associated with both IP addresses linked to MSSQL brute force attempts on the
victim server.5

Following analysis of the adversary’s progression through the kill chain up until the mitigated activity, the MDR team began
investigating the executed PowerShell script to anticipate intended activity to ensure all adversary activity had been mitigated.
The PowerShell script itself is located in the MSSQL AppData temp directory. This is a further indicator that the script was dropped
through the MSSQL application. The script was extracted from the victim endpoint through FortiEDR for further analysis. The
size of the script is tiny (two lines long) and matches the expected contents given we can see it being created by its parent cmd
process in Figure 2. The script provides minimal useable information that can be used for attempting to map the intrusion to an
existing campaign except for a URL used to download an executable. Figure 7 below shows the PowerShell contained in the
‘update.ps1’ script.

Figure 7: Contents of the ‘update.ps1’ file. Note we can see this matches the expected contents based on the command line arguments of the
parent cmd process in Figure 2.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the script is a simple PowerShell download cradle that downloads what appears to be an executable,
from ’91.243.44[.]124’ and saves it to the MSSQL temp directory as ‘FOR1DVQU.exe’. The script doesn’t execute the executable
once downloaded but we know that it would be executed by the parent cmd process based on the command line arguments that
can be seen in Figure 2. The PowerShell process that attempted to download the executable was blocked when it attempted to
establish a network connection to the external IP address so the file was never downloaded but the MDR team downloaded the
file for further analysis. The new IP address hosting the executable is a known malicious webpage linked to a previous malware
installation, as can be seen from the CTS information shown below in Figure 8. This aligns with the observed activity.
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Figure 8: FortiGuard Central Threat System (CTS) data on the URL hosting malware that the ‘update.ps1’ script attempted to download.

The URL is flagged as malicious with high confidence. The file itself was first uploaded to VirusTotal on 13 May 2022 as
‘KZMFEHQ.EXE.YDL’ with file hash ‘a8343b3e73d3a1ebd0626d4b33b743c677baf0f9’ (SHA1). Automated analysis of the file
in FortiSandbox identified it as malicious but yields minimal details on the file’s behavior so a deeper dive into the sample is
provided below. Analysis of the files metadata identifies nothing significant. The metadata appears to be a random set of strings
for each field as shown in Figure 9 below.
Property

Value

CompanyName

Blhrzrvgso Xtprxnnpyd

FileDescription

Csj40 Kjlqnab Fsszgnacshv

FileVersion

9.44.6198.88296 (gostfwz_ztb.878965-4381)

InternalName

Uishzwq

LegalCopyright

© Blhzrvgso Xtprxnnpyd. Vtw Bchhyv Djdwtgre.

OriginalFilename

KZMFEHQ.EXE

PrivateBuild

Ubrub 5, 5968

ProductName

Tvltnlfe Rqryqbck

.YDL

Figure 9: Metadata for the downloaded executable contains minimal usable information but does not appear legitimate.

Analysis of the executable resources identify that it is an executable written in C++ and is a self-extracting archive which,
based on the manifest file within the executable, was created using IExpress. The archive contains a number of embedded
files including a CAB file. This CAB file contains three sldm files: ‘Sofferto.sldm’, ‘Passi.sldm’ and ‘Adorarti.sldm’. The archive
also contains ‘RUNPROGRAM’ and ‘POSTRUNPROGRAM’ instructions. These commands are executed once the contents of the
archive have been unpacked and are shown below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: RUNPROGRAM and POSTRUNPROGRAM instructions

In this case the commands contained in these instructions are ‘cmd /c 22’ and ‘cmd /c cmd < Passi.sldm’. Executing the sample
in a sandbox environment validated expected behavior from the FOR1DVQU.exe executable.
On initial execution the executable creates three files in an MSSQL temp directory (). The files created are ‘Sofferto.sldm’, ‘Passi.
sldm’ and ‘Adorarti.sldm’, matching those expected from the CAB file in FOR1DVQU.exe. This sldm file extension is typically
associated with the Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 Macro Enabled Slide file format. The default application mapped to this
file extension is PowerPoint in a Windows endpoint with Microsoft Office installed. This file extension may have been chosen
as it is an obscure but not suspicious format, unlikely to be examined by analysts when observed in isolation. In the case of
these dropped files the content is simple a text file containing an array of obfuscated strings. On opening the file in PowerPoint
the obfuscated strings are displayed with each newline of text filling the ‘Title’ field of an empty slide. A truncated view of the
contents of the ‘Passi.sldm’ file can be seen in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11: Obfuscated contents of the ‘Passi.sldm’ file. The file format defaults to being opened by Micrsoft PowerPoint in most office environments.
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Following the unpacking of the three sldm files, the For1DVQU executable launches a cmd process with the following command
line arguments ‘/c cmd < Passi.sldm’, as expected from the ‘POSTRUNPROGRAM’ instruction. Given we know that the file is
provided as input to the cmd executable we can more easily deobfuscate the contents of the file. Looking more closely at the
file we can see that majority of the content is comprised of the following: <random length alphanumeric characters>=<random
length alphanumeric characters>. When processed by cmd these lines will be ignored. We can remove those lines which leaves
us with some more familiar looking commands as shown in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12: After removing padding from the content we can see a number of ‘set’ commands.

The set command is used to set environmental variables in cmd. In this case we can use find and replace functionality to mimic
the runtime substitution. Once the substitution is complete we can also see that strings have been padded with the ‘%’ that is
used to split strings into parts to support the string replacement process outlined above. Once these have been removed and
some other minor substitutions are complete we can properly analyze the de-obfuscated payload, shown below in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Deobfuscated payload contained in the ‘Passi.sldm’ file.

This payload performs the following steps:
1.

Check for a running process with an image name (executable name) of ‘BullGuardCore.exe’ (using tasklist) and check the
file system for a file with the name’bullguardcore.exe’ (using the find command).

2.

If either of these conditions are met, wait 240 seconds (4 mins).

3.

Check for a running process with an image name of ‘PSUAService.exe’ (using tasklist) and check the file system for a file
with the name ‘psuaservice.exe’.

4.

If either of these conditions are met, the variable ‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ is set to ‘autoit.exe’.

5.

Append the string ‘MZ’ to the ‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ file (or autoit.exe if the conditions from step 4 were met). Note that this file
does not exist so this creates the desired file.

6.

Perform a findstr search of the file ‘Adorarti.sldm’ and append all strings in the file that do not match a large regex
expression to the end of the ‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ file (or autoit.exe if the conditions from step 4 were met).

7.

Rename the file ‘Sofferto.*’ (matches to file ‘Sofferto.sldm) to ‘B’ (no file extension).

8.

Execute ‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ file (or autoit.exe if the conditions from step 4 were met) with ‘B’ as an input argument.

9.

Ping the localhost 5 times.
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Steps 1 and 3 appear to be execution guardrails to avoid detection by BullGuard Antivirus and Panda Antivirus security
software. Steps 5 and 6 represent an attempt at sandbox evasion by assembling the file directly on disc; in step 5 the
‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ file is created with the executable file header ‘MZ’ as first two characters, in step 6 the remainder
of the executable is deobfuscated by removing a ‘padding’ string. Once reassembled the file has a SHA1 hash of
‘71672a495b4603ecfec40a65254cb3ba8766bbe0’ and appears to be a signed copy of AutoIt3.exe, which is legitimate
automation software. Whilst this is a legitimate application, this particular AutoIt executable has been linked to several other
recent campaigns.6 AutoIt accepts an input script, which in this case is the renamed contents of the original ‘Sofferto.sldm’ file
that was dropped during initial execution. Analyzing this AutoIt script will form the next part of this analysis.

Figure 14: A code snippet from the ‘Sofferto.sldm’ file containing an AutoIt script.

The AutoIt script in ‘Sofferto.sldm’ is 14k+ lines long and is obfuscated with at least three different obfuscation techniques:
1.

Variable and function names have been obfuscated to randomized strings. This impedes the ability for us to elicit meaning
from the names.

2.

The code has been filled with superfluous switch statements that include functional code that is never called.
Implementing switch statements like this makes de-obfuscation more difficult as the loops make it more difficult to
understand the flow of functions to determine their intended outcomes and to determine what parts of the codebase are
actually called.

3.

An internal de-obfuscation function is employed throughout the code to deobfuscate hardcoded variable content. This
internal de-obfuscator makes it difficult to identify common identifiers in the code that can be used to support deobfuscation shortcuts. A code snippet of the deobfuscation function can be seen in Figure 15 below.
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Figure 15: Deobfuscation function employed within the obfuscated AutoIt script. The function splits the string provided as the first argument
with the delimiter ‘i’ then subtracts the value of the second argument from each element of the split string array before converting the array to a
string and returning it.

The obfuscation methods used in this script are very similar to those identified by analyst Amged Wageh in Jan 20227 but
have been improved to prevent his tools from being used for de-obfuscation. It appears as though a method of using nested
switch statements has been added throughout the sample making it even more difficult to programmatically de-obfuscate.
The nested switch statements are logically deobfuscated in the same way as the previous switch statements but the nesting
makes extracting successful cases more difficult. Some of the switch statements follow a similar pattern to that described by
Amged but now nest, this pattern is better described via Figure 16 below:
<variable 1>				
<variable 2>				
Do 					
Switch <variable 1> 		
Case <number 1>
<dummy payload 1>		
Case <number 2>
<dummy payload 2>		
….					
Case <variable 1>			
<variable 3>			
<variable 4>			
Do 				
Switch <variable 3>
Case <number>
		<dummy payload>
….
Case <variable 3>
		
More nesting …

;
;
;
;

a random integer
a random integer
start of a AutoIt loop
switch based on <variable 1> value

; payload of unused AutoIt code
;
;
;
;
;
;

usually around 1-3 non-match cases
case matching <variable 1>
a random integer
a random integer
start of new nested loop
start of new nested switch

; nesting continues for depth of <15

Figure 16: Pseudocode describing the nested switch statements used as one method of obfuscating the large AutoIt script stored in the
‘Sofferti.sldm’ file.
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To help with the deobfuscation the code was divided into chunks and separate deobfuscation scripts were developed for
each section. The script could be roughly grouped as follows; a) dummy functions that are never called, b) code sections
containing previous version of switch based obfuscation, c) code sections containing new nested switch obfuscation and, d)
code sections containing both old and new switch obfuscation.
Once deobfuscated it becomes clear the script functions as a loader for an embedded, compressed executable as outlined
in previous analysis. The loader features a number of anti-analysis checks, environment and file based guardrails, the use of
undocumented API functions and creation of a separate dll containing required functions. The load process for the embedded
executable is outlined in the steps below:
1.

Hide the tray icon for AutoIt. This is likely to avoid the user noticing that AutoIt executed and becoming suspicious.

2.

Check that the current victim endpoint does not have the computer name ‘tz’, ‘NfZtFbPfH’ or ‘ELICZ’, check that a file
does not existing at ‘C:\aaa_TouchMeNot_.txt’ and check that the domain ‘XPKOaCuQtNshzfGrfg.XPKOaCuQtNshzfGrfg’
does not respond to 1000 pings. If the computer name matches one of the above, the file exists or the domain is
reachable, the script will terminate. Related deobfuscated code can be seen in Figure 17 below.

3.

Deletes the file ‘B’ which contains the AutoIt script renamed from ‘Sofferti.sldm’.

4.

Calls custom function to perform anti-sandbox time difference check for 8655 milliseconds. If this function fails it exits
the window. This function is called multiple times throughout the script execution and can be seen in Figure 18 below.

5.

Performs another anti-sandbox check by running an iterator and validating the loop has not been shortened. If the check
fails, the window will exit.

6.

Spawns a child AutoIt process (another instance of ‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ in the case of this sample) in the suspended state.

7.

Copy ntdll.dll from the system directory to the script working directory and call it MsBR.dll.

8.

Hollow the new AutoIt child process (Affaticato.exe.pif) by unmapping memory sections.

9.

Load the decompressed (LZ compression through RltCompressBuffer) executable stored as a set of strings in the AutoIt
script into a new memory section within the new AutoIt child process (Affaticato.exe.pif) using functions in the ‘MsBR.dll’
file made earlier. This is likely to avoid detections based on the direct use of these undocumented functions within ntdll.
dll. A code snippet showing the embedded executable can be seen in Figure 19 below.

10. Resume the hollowed process to execute the payload. See Figure 20 below for relevant deobfuscated code snippet.

Figure 17: Code snippet showing execution guardrails likely used as part of testing the AutoIt script.

Figure 18: The anti-sandbox function called throughout the AutoIt script. Note that the function name has been altered, originally
‘ZPDOtZQvwMyMRPxl’.
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Figure 19: Code snippet showing part of the executable embedded in the AutoIt script.

Figure 20: Code snippet from the deobfuscated AutoIt script that shows where the embedded executable is written the memory linked to the
hollowed Affaticato.exe.pif process, set to execute and its main thread resumed using function in the copied mSBR.dll library (ntdll.dll).

Loading this embedded executable is the purpose of this malware so extracting this embedded executable is key to
understanding what the adversaries intended outcome was. At this stage of the analysis the deobfuscated AutoIt script could
be modified to write the embedded executable to disk rather than injecting it into the hollowed process or the script could
be executed within a debugger to extract the injected payload. In our case we extracted the injected payload from memory
through the FortiEDR collector employed in the sandbox environment. Analysis of the extracted memory sample highlighted
that (as expected) it is an executable (identifiable by the MZ header) that appears to be packed with the UPX packer as
shown below in the screenshot from PEStudio below in Figure 21.

Figure 21: The executable extracted from the hollowed Affaticato.exe.pif child process showing that it was packed with UPX.
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Figure 22: Snapshot of interesting strings in the pulled memory image of the executable indicating that the embedded executable is likely a
version of Remcos.

Running strings on the file identifies several indicators that it may be a version of Remcos. Remcos is a commercially available
remote access tool similar to TeamViewer and AnyDesk that has been used by various threat actors across the globe for
command and control.8 Each Remcos executable comes with its own internal configuration information. The C2 associated
with each executable can be determined by extracting this configuration information which resides at a fixed location within
the Remcos executable.
On execution of the sample in a FortiEDR sandbox environment the embedded payload was observed establishing
communication with 91.243.44[.]124. This matches expected behavior extracted from the configuration and can be seen
below in Figure 23.

Figure 23: FortiEDR security event showing the process chain associated with the process hollowing and subsequent beaconing of the injected
Remcos executable. Note the security event shows the process hollowing and unmapped executable on the second Affaticato.exe.pif process
as the source of the beaconing activity.
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Following investigation of this malware’s behavior the MDR team was able to search across customer environments to
determine any other related activity. Over the last two months the team has been able to identify similar behaviour associated
with a number of other IPs, URLS and executables. These additional atomic indicators are outlined in the IOC sections at the
end of this document. Threat Hunting queries to identify behavioral indicators are also shown at the end of this document.

Conclusion
Whilst adversaries continue to quickly integrating exploits for external facing service vulnerabilities into their TTPs defenders
should not forget to monitor for attempts for tried and true methods of initial access. As outlined in this article brute forcing is
still a viable technique if defenders do not have tools in place to detect and mitigate such attacks, and was used effectively
to initiate an attack within an MDR customer environment. In this customer’s case FortiEDR and the MDR team effectively
contained the detected post exploitation behavior and prevented impact for the end user. With regards to the attack chain
associated with this intrusion, FortiEDR security policies effectively detected and mitigated:
1.

The attempt to use PowerShell to download an executable from an unknown external address.

2.

The attempt to execute the suspicious FOR1DVQU.exe executable by the cmd process spawned from the sqlservr.exe
process.

3.

The attempt to execute the AutoIt executable (Affaticato.exe.pif) by the suspicious FOR1DVQU.exe process.

4.

The process hollowing of the second Affaticato.exe.pif process.

5.

The process injection where the Remcos executable was injected into the second Affaticato.exe.pif process.

6.

The attempt by the Remcos executable from inside the hollowed Affaticato.exe.pif process to contact an unknown
external address.

This intrusion incorporated various defensive evasion and anti-analysis techniques designed to limit detection by standard
SOC monitoring and degrade an analyst’s ability to quickly elicit actionable intelligence from detected components of the
attack. Of note is the use of the more obscure AutoIt scripting interpreter as a loader in lieu of the more common PowerShell
or VBS based loaders. The use of AutoIt for execution has been employed by various threat actors in previous observed
intrusions.9 Defenders should look to ensure they employ behavior based detections through a suitable EDR style product
and/or log collation and analysis in a SIEM solution to ensure they can take advantage of key indicators outlined in this article.
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Threat Hunting
Execution
The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify the xplog70.dll library being loaded into the sqlservr.exe process.
This is an indicator that the xp_cmdshell functionlity has been made accessible. Note that this will be a false positive if this
functionality is enabled by default and this event will only be generate the first time the functionality is enabled for a sqlservr.
exe process.
Type: "Library Loaded" AND Target.File.Name:"xplog70.dll" AND Source.Process.Name:"sqlservr.exe"
The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify suspicious instances of cmd.exe spawning from the MSSQL
worker process sqlservr.exe. This main not directly indicate malicious activity but if there is no legitimate usage of xp_
cmdshell in an environment this is a high confidence indicator that works well as a scheduled query.
Type: "Process Creation" AND Source.Process.Name:"sqlservr.exe" AND Target.Process.Name:"cmd.exe"
This Threat Hunting query can be used to identify process creation events for unsigned executables by cmd where sqlservr.
exe is in the cmd parent. There are limited cases where this will occur legitimately so this provides a high confidence indicator
once tuned. This will detect the execution of unsigned executables like FOR1DVQU.exe from the article.
Type:"Process Creation" AND Source.Process.Parent.Path:"sqlservr.exe" AND Source.Process.
Name:"cmd.exe" AND Target.Process.Signed:"False"

Persistence
The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify anomalous network connections to IP addresses associated
with similar intrusion to those outlined in this article. Note that changing IP addresses is a low cost for an adversary and
change regularly. This query is best used to identify historic intrusions rather than as a scheduled query. Note IP’s have been
defanged, remove square parenthesis before using query.
Type:"Socket Connect" AND RemoteIP:("91.243.44[.]124" AND "80.66.75[.]142" AND
"112.124.17[.]233" AND "125.212.192[.]232")
The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify file creation events for sldm files created by unsigned
executables. The use of sldm files as an intermediate file is not unique to this threat actor but will be anomalous for most
customers. In this case these files were also created by an unsigned executable which allows us to further refine the search.
Type:"File Create" AND Source.Process.Signature.Valid:"False" AND Target.File.Ext:"sldm"
The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify process creation events for executables with metadata matching
the AutoIt executable. In this case the AutoIt executable (Affaticato.exe.pif) had valid AutoIt metadata and a valid signature.
AutoIt is not a heavily used application so volume of events will likely be very low, in an environment where AutoIt is used the
search can be tuned based on known versions and the default executable names. When investigating positive results for this
query, specific attention should be shown to executables that have an anomalous filename and/or filepath.
Type:"Process Creation" AND (Target.Process.File.Description:"AutoIt v3 Script" OR
Target.Process.ProductName: "AutoIt v3 Script")

Defense Evasion
The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify library loaded events related to a potential copy of ntdll.dll being
loaded into a running process.
Type:"Library Loaded" AND Target.Executable.File.Description:"NT Layer DLL" NOT
Target.Executable.Name:"ntdll.dll"
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The following Threat Hunting query can be used to identify suspicious checks for BullGuard or Panda AV products using
tasklist. The adversary could further obfuscate the cmdline arguments of their process queries but that would make them
even more obvious to more generic searches for obfuscated cmdline arguments.
Type:"Process Creation" AND Target.Process.Name:"tasklist.exe" AND
(Target.Process.CommandLine:"BullGuardCore.exe" OR
Target.Process.CommandLine:"PSUAService.exe")

MITRE ATT&CK
TA0001: Initial Access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1078.001

Valid Accounts: Default
Accounts

The threat actor(s) observed attempting brute force attacks on the victim
involved in this incident employed a large set of potential usernames but
were eventually successful in their brute force by targeting the default
admin account ‘sa’.

Mitigation

When deploying external facing services like MSSQL it is recommended to remove default accounts
to make brute forcing more difficult. The MSSQL default sa account is regularly targeted and best
practice hardening involves disabling or renaming this account. Additionally, administrators should
look to enforce a password lockout policy and monitor for high volumes of failed password attempts
on SQL accounts.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiGate (through IPS rules), FortiAnalyzer, FortiNDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR

TA0002: Execution
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059.001

Command and Scripting
Interpreter: PowerShell

The threat actor employed used an on-disk PowerShell script (update.
ps1) to pull a malicious executable from C2 prior to execution.

Mitigation

Blocking network connections from PowerShell to external IP addresses except for those on an allow list is
the best way to limit this very prevalent TTP. Network blocks for known adversary C2 can also prevent this
activity.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiGate, FortiAnalyzer, FortiGuard Threat Intelligence feeds, FortiSOAR, FortiSIEM (detection)

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059.003

Command and Scripting
Interpreter: Windows
Command Shell

On successful login to the MSSQL instance the threat actor enabled the
‘xp_cmdshell’ procedure used to execute arbitrary commands through
cmd.exe. This can be observed through cmd.exe processes spawning
from the sqlservr.exe process. The threat actor used this access to
spawn PowerShell and run dropped malicious files.

Mitigation

Monitor all instances of the cmd process spawned from anomalous processes such as sqlservr.exe. Particular
priority should be given to cmd processes used to spawn PowerShell or to execute non-signed binaries.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiSIEM (detection), FortiSOAR, FortiEDR
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059

Command and Scripting
Interpreter - AutoIt

AutoIt is a script interpreter that was used to execute the ‘Sofferti.
sldm’ script and perform process hollowing and injection of the Remcos
implant. AutoIt executable was signed but the name had been changed
(Affaticato.exe.pif).

Mitigation

Enforcing application allow listing can prevent signed executables like AutoIt from being used for
execution. Behavior based EDR solutions can detect anomalous behavior like that exhibited by the
AutoIt script on execution. In the case of this AutoIt interpreter, it is a known bad interpreter used in
various other malware campaigns so would have been detected by an AV product.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiClient

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1106

Native API

The AutoIt script originally stored in ‘Sofferti.sldm’ contains multiple
native API calls. The script also makes a copy of the ntdll.dll library
(named MsBR.dll) and calls functions from this copy, likely to avoid
detections from user level EDRs that monitor ntdll.dll function calls. The
script itself calls the following native API functions as part of its process
hollowing process: NtWriteVirtualMemory, NtReadVirtualMemory,
NtProtectVirtualMemory, NtSetContextThread and NtResumeThread.

Mitigation

Monitor API calls for functions with the above names as well as anomalous direct API calls to
kernel32.dll, ntdll.dll, advapi.dll, user32.dll and gdi32.dll. Behavior based EDR solutions should be
able to detect anomalous usage of these APIs. SIEM solutions that ingest post-execution library load
events (i.e. libraries loaded following initial process creation) can also be used to identify anomalous
library loads like those that occur with the AutoIt script execution.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSIEM (detection), FortiSOAR

TA0003: Persistence
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1505.001

Once the threat actor brute forced the victim server they enabled the
Server Software
Component: SQL Stored xp_cmdshell procedure/functionality in the victim MSSQL server.
Procedure

Mitigation

Unless required for business functions, xp_cmdshell should be disabled. If a MSSQL server is interfacing
with the internet this is especially important. However, xp_cmdshell can be re-enabled by a user with the
appropriate permissions so locking down privileged user accounts and monitoring for this functionality
being enabled is a great way of hardening against this type of execution.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiSIEM (detection), FortiSOAR, FortiEDR (detection)
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TA0004: Privilege Escalation
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1078.001

Valid Accounts: Default
Accounts

The threat actor who gained access to the victim in the above intrusion
targeted the sa account. This is the default admin account that has the
privileges to be able to enable the xp_cmdshell procedure.

Mitigation

It is recommended that the default sa admin account is disabled or renamed to make it more
difficult for an actor to gain privileged access to an external facing MSQQL server like the one
discussed in this article.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiGate (through IPS rules), FortiAnalyzer, FortiNDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR

TA0005: Defense Evasion
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1140

Deobfuscate/Decode
Files or Information

The analyzed sample contains multiple layers of obfuscation and the
Remcos executable also employs encryption to protect its configuration
from ready analysis.

Mitigation

Detection of obfuscation like this is difficult, especially in this instance where the obfuscation
is only observed several layers into the malware execution. Detection and mitigation should not
focus on this technique. Identification of obfuscation of this scale should immediately flag a file
as suspicious.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
–

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1480.001

Execution Guardrails:
Environmental Keying

The embedded AutoIt script executed as part of this malwares operation
uses various forms of environmental keying to modify its behavior
in environments with BullGuard AV and Panda AV products installed.
Guardrails are also in place that appear to be from testing that rely on a
file mutex (), a connected domain () or various computer names for victim
endpoint not being present or having certain values.

Mitigation

An endpoint can be effectively ‘vaccinated’ against the execution of this particular type of
malware if the guardrail conditions are artificially met. For example, if the file outlined above is
created or the anomalous domain is added to an endpoint’s host file, the infection script will not
work. This is not a sustainable TTP in the long term or at scale but can serve as a short term
mitigation in the event of a similar intrusion. SOC analysts with centralized logging or with access
to raw endpoint telemetry (like in FortiEDR Threat Hunting) may be able to identify some of this
keying (use of tasklist to check for BullGuard and Panda AV) to identify some of this activity.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1070.004

Indicator Removal on
Host: File Deletion

Following the recreation of the AutoIt3 executable (Affaticato.exe.pif)
and the execution of the AutoIt script (Sofferto.sldm renamed to B) these
files are deleted. This is likely to hide the initial set of commands that
were executed.

Mitigation

This is not a key technique to identify malicious activity. Any centralized logging solution
monitoring file operations or a modern EDR configured to collect file deletion events can be used
to identify this type of behavior to support IR efforts.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSIEM

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1036.003

Masquerading: Rename
System Utilities

As part of its execution the AutoIt script makes a copy of the ntdll.dll
native library and renames it MsBR.dll. This is likely an attempt to avoid
any detections based on calling API functions from this dll.

Mitigation

Monitoring for the creation of copies of dll’s like this can be difficult but with a centralized log
solution and adequate log generation may be possible to detect instances. FortiEDR telemetry
can be used to detect a file creation event when a copy is made and a library load event when an
anomalous copy is loaded by an executing process.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1036.007

Masquerading: Double
File Extension

The renamed AutoIT3 executable ‘Affaticato.exe.pif’ has been given
the additional ‘.pif’ extension despite being an exe. In Windows this is
a ‘program information file’ that was typically used to provide default
running information to MS-DOS applications. In current Windows
operations systems this is processed by the ShellExecute function and
effectively functions as a shortcut. This technique of using a double file
extension can be effective at avoiding log based detection logic that
focusses on activity related to executable files like .exe or .dll.

Mitigation

Difficult to mitigate with manageable technical controls, however monitoring file creation and
especially process creation events through a SIEM for instances of double extensions can be
an effective way of detecting such activity. An additional control can be to change the default
program for anomalous file types like ‘.pip’ to a benign program (like notepad) can prevent these
TTPs from executing. A modern EDR solution should analyze behavior of a sample regardless of
its file extension.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1027.002

Obfuscated Files or
Information: Software
Packing

The embedded Remcos executable employs UPX packing to obfuscate
its contents. In addition to this, the UPX checksum has been cleared
meaning that it must be manually unpacked through debugging to
identify embedded contents. This can subvert some sandbox solutions.

Mitigation

Modern EDR and some AV solutions should detect executables in-memory as they are unpacked.
Executables packed with UPX that have their checksum cleared should also be treated as
suspicious by default.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSandbox
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1055.012

Process Injection:
Process Hollowing

The AutoIt script creates a new instance of the Affaticato.exe.pif process
with the same cmdline arguments and performs hollowing to replace
executable with a Remcos executable. This hides the Remcos executable
from analysis within a process linked to a signed binary (AutoIt is signed
with a valid signature and is a legitimate file). This may prevent basic
process creation event monitoring from identifying the implant.

Mitigation

This type of complex end user behaviour is best detected through a modern EDR solution that
monitors API calls to perform process hollowing. Alternatively SOC analysts can look to employ
sysmon or other agent based log collectors that are able to monitor anomalous in-memory
activity like that related to process hollowing and injection. Logs collected in this manner and
centralized to a SIEM can be used to quickly identify anomalies related to this technique. A SOAR
solution could then be used alongside such a solution to automate a response activity, such as
killing the hollowed process and block listing related C2 IPs/addresses.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1622

Debugger Evasion

This sample employed a function within the executed AutoIt script
(see Figure 18) to validate that the executing process was not being
debugged. The function checks the time, then waits an input defined
amount of time, then validates the time difference is within tolerance. If
the check fails at any stage during the execution, the process will exit.
This will also be an effective way of avoiding some sandbox products
that may patch out wait times within analyzed code.

Mitigation

This function can be removed or patched out during analysis. If the function fails the check, the
intrusion ends. Limited security controls to mitigate this technique.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
–

TA0006: Credential Access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1110

Brute Force

Multiple threat actor(s) were observed conducting brute force attacks
on the victim MSSQL server prior to compromise. Brute force attempts
targeted various default accounts as well as niche account names
that likely came from previous intrusions. This indicates that likely a
combination of Password Spraying, Password Guessing and Credential
Stuffing was used for the attack.

Mitigation

When deploying external facing services like MSSQL it is recommended to remove default
accounts to make brute forcing more difficult. It is important to change all passwords related to
previous network intrusions to ensure credential stuffing is ineffective.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiGate (through IPS rules), FortiAnalyzer, FortiNDR, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR
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TA0011: Command & Control
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1071.001

Application Layer
Protocol: Web Protocols

The initial callback to download the FOR1DVQU.exe executable was
made through a standard PowerShell download cradle. This simple script
uses a .NET provider (System.Net) to make a web request to adversary
C2 to download a file.

Mitigation

A modern EDR solution should flag anomalous network connections to external IP addresses that can
be allow listed to support legitimate use cases. Firewalls should be able to block network connections
with anomalous user-agent strings associated with non-standard browsers which can also reduce
this TTP if the adversary does not configure a user-agent to match the environment.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiGate, FortiAnalyzer, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR, FortiGuard Threat Intelligence

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1219

Remote Access
Software

The final stage of the analyzed malwares execution is loading a
Remcos executable into a hollowed process for execution. The Remcos
executable contains a hardcoded C2 IP.

Mitigation

Application allow listing is a great way of reducing the effectiveness of this TTP. Where this is not
achievable, a modern EDR solution should be able to flag remote access software and PUPs or suspicious
so it can be allowed explicitly if used legitimately in an environment.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls:
FortiEDR, FortiNDR, FortiAnalyzer, FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR
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IOCs
The following IOCs were taken both directly from analysis of the sample and from subsequent activity observed on the same
host between initial detection and remediation by the customer. In addition to these IOCs directly observed by the FortiGuard
Responder MDR team a number of samples that match characteristics of observed samples have been included to assist with
detecting historic activity.
A mirror of raw IOCs in csv format is available here: https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/maindam/PUBLIC/02_
MARKETING/02_Collateral/ThreatBrief/supporting-docs/MSSQL_PostExploitation_Analysis_IOCs_220715.txt#
Indicator
Description

Indicator

Indicator
Type

Associated
Tactic

Loader
executable
filename

FOR1DVQU.exe

Filename

Malicious
Executable Hash

a8343b3e73d3a1ebd0626d4b33b743c677baf0f9

Filename of
dropped sldm
file

Notes

FirstSeen

Execution

The initial executable
downloaded by
PowerShell downloader
from 91.243.44[.]124
and launched from cmd
shell (xp_cmdshell)

05 May 2022

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Filehash of FOR1DVQU.exe.

05 May 2022

Adorati.sldm

Filename

Execution

Filename of dropped
sldm file containing AutoIt
executable. Created by
FOR1DVQU.exe.

05 May 2022

Filename of
dropped sldm
file

Passi.sldm

Filename

Execution

Filename of dropped
sldm file containing cmd
commands to execute
AutoIt loader. Created
by FOR1DVQU.exe.

05 May 2022

Filename of
dropped sldm
file

Sofferto.sldm

Filename

Execution

Filename of dropped
sldm file containing
heavily obfuscated
malicious AutoIt script
that serves as a loader.

05 May 2022

Filename of
malicious
AutoIt script

B

Filename

Execution

Filename of copy
of Sofferto.sldm
created once Passi.
sldm is executed by
FOR1DVQU.exe

05 May 2022

Filename
of dropped
AutoIt3
executable

Affaticato.exe.pif

Filename

Execution

Filename of the AutoIt3
executable created from
the Adorati.sldm file.

05 May 2022

Filename
of dropped
AutoIt3
executable

autoit.exe

Filename

Execution

The filename of the
AutoIt3 executable
created from the Adorati.
sldm file if Panda
Antivirus (PSUAService.
exe) is running on the
victim endpoint.

05 May 2022

Affaticato.exe.
pif Hash

a71672a495b4603ecfec40a65254cb3ba8766bbe0

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Hash of the AutoIt3
executable created from
the Adorati.sldm file.

05 May 2022

Brute-force
source IP

62.233.50[.]205

IP

Initial Access,
Credential
Access

This IP was observed
performing brute-force
attack prior to intrusion.
Suspected to be an
unrelated actor.

05 May 2022

Brute-force
source IP

91.240.118[.]167

IP

Initial Access,
Credential
Access

This IP was observed
performing brute-force
attack prior to intrusion.

05 May 2022

URL hosting
malicious
executable

http://91.243.44[.]124/jzxtbeb.exe

URL

Execution, C2

This URL hosts the
malicious executable
FOR1DVQU.exe
downloaded through
PowerShell.

05 May 2022
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Indicator
Description

Indicator

Indicator
Type

Associated
Tactic

URL hosting
malicious
executable

http://91.243.44[.]124/jzxtbeb.exe

URL

Remcos C2

91.243.44[.]124

URL hosting
malicious
executable

Notes

FirstSeen

Execution, C2

This URL hosts the
malicious executable
FOR1DVQU.exe
downloaded through
PowerShell.

05 May 2022

IP

C2

IP contacted by injected
Remcos payload.

05 May 2022

http://80.66.75[.]142/Bemtanpa.exe

URL

Execution, C2

This URL pulled
from new version of
PowerShell script
‘update.ps1’ dropped
through xp_cmdshell.

28 June 2022

Suspected
loader
executable
filename

RD60LHS2.exe

Filename

Execution

Executable filename
when downloaded
from above URL.
Expected to be similar
to FOR1DVQU.exe.

28 June 2022

URL hosting
malicious
executable

http://80.66.75[.]142/pl-Asivksz.exe

URL

Execution, C2

This URL pulled
from new version of
PowerShell script
‘update.ps1’ dropped
through xp_cmdshell.

01 July 2021

Suspected
loader
executable
filename

PXDZRKCF.exe

Filename

Execution

Executable filename
when downloaded
from above URL.
Expected to be similar
to FOR1DVQU.exe.

01 July 2021

URL hosting
malicious
executable

http://112.124.17[.]233:8080/Mxzzvpf.exe

URL

Execution, C2

This URL pulled
from new version of
PowerShell script
‘update.ps1’ dropped
through xp_cmdshell.

17 May 202

Suspected
loader
executable
filename

B5PGLD7H.exe

Filename

Execution

Executable filename
when downloaded
from above URL.
Expected to be similar
to FOR1DVQU.exe.

17 May 2021

URL hosting
malicious
executable

http://125.212.192[.]232:8080/Dbbubnpa.exe

URL

Execution, C2

This URL pulled
from new version of
PowerShell script
‘update.ps1’ dropped
through xp_cmdshell.

17 May 2021

Suspected
loader
executable
filename

W7EEV5P7.exe

Filename

Execution

Executable filename
when downloaded
from above URL.
Expected to be similar
to FOR1DVQU.exe.

17 May 2021
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